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PREFACE 
This dissertation entitled "Application of Mathematical Programming 
Techniques in Sampling" is submitted to the Aligarh Mulsim University, 
Aligarh, India to supplicate the degree of Master of Philosophy in Statistics. It 
consists of five chapters with a comprehensive list of references, arranged in 
alphabetical order is also provided at the end of the dissertation. Since 
Mathematical Programming is a problem of optimization (maximization or 
minimization) and in sampling we are interested in maximizing the precision or 
minimizing the cost, it will be very beneficial if we can apply the Mathematical 
Programming in sampling techniques. This dissertation is an attempt to 
formulate some sampling problems as Mathematical Programming Problems 
and different techniques to solve these problems. 
The development of various methods for the problem of Mathematical 
Programming in diverse field has been of primary concern of the Operations 
Analysts for last many decades. The first chapter constitutes an overview of 
Mathematical Programming. It gives a historical background of Mathematical 
Programming with different types of Mathematical Programming in brief. 
Mathematical Programming is concerned with Optimization problems of 
obtaining the best possible result under the circumstances. The result is 
measured in terms of an objective function which is minimized or maximized. 
The circumstances are defined by a set of equality and/or inequality constraints. 
The second chapter is a descriptive study of Sampling Techniques. It deals with 
historical background and the basic ideas of sampling theory. It describes the 
different types of sampling techniques including double sampling and Multi-
stage sampling used in different situations, which are relevant to the later 
chapters. Also it gives the different types of allocation which can be used in 
stratified sampling and some idea about the non-response errors occurred in 
survey sampling. 
Third chapter deals with the optimum allocation in Double Sampling for 
stratification with subsampling the non-respondents. It is formulated as a 
Mathematical Programming Problem and then Dynamic programming 
technique is given to find the optimum value of the sample sizes when non-
respondents are also considered in a Double sampling problem. 
Fourth chapter deals with the application of Dynamic programming in 
multivariate stratified sampling design. This chapter examines the problem of 
determining an optimum compromise allocation in multivariate stratified 
random sampling, when the population means of several characteristics are to 
be estimated. Formulating the problem of allocation as an all integer nonlinear 
programming problem, a solution procedure is developed using a dynamic 
programming technique. The compromise allocation discussed is optimal in the 
sense that it minimizes a weighted sum of the sampling variances of the 
estimates of the population means of various characteristics under study. A 
numerical example is also given to illustrate the solution procedure. 
The last chapter deals with the determination of compromise integer strata 
sample sizes using goal programming in multivariate stratified sampling. 
Firstly, the problem of determining optimum integer strata sample sizes is 
formulated for the univariate case, and then based on these individual optimal 
solutions, individual goal variances are calculated. A new compromise criterion 
is defined for the goal programming approach based on predetermined or 
calculated goal variances. It is shown that this approach provides relatively 
more efficient and feasible compromise integer strata sample sizes for 
multivariate surveys. An example is also given to illustrate the procedure. 
CHAPTER I 
AN OVERVIEW OF MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING 
1.1 A Brief Historical Sketch of Mathematical Programming 
The first ever mathematical programming problem was perhaps the 
problem of optimal allocation of limited resources recognized by economists in 
early 1930s. In 1947, after World War II, the United States air force team SCOOP 
(Scientific Computation Of Optimum Programs) started intensive research on 
some optimum resource allocation problem which led to the development of the 
famous simplex method by George B. Dantzig for solving a linear programming 
problem. 
The simplex method is an iterative procedure, which yields an optimal 
solution, if it exists, to any LP? in a finite number of steps. The method was not 
available until it was published in Cowless Commission Monograph No. 13 edited 
by T. Koopmans, in 1951. Before the pioneering work of Dantzig a special type of 
linear programming problem, called transportation problem was formulated and 
solved by Hitchcook (1941). 
In most of the practical situations the integer values of the decision 
variables are required. Dantzig, Fulkerson and Johnson (1954), Markowitz and 
Manner (1957), Dantzig (1958-59), etc. discussed the integer solutions to some 
special purpose LPPs. Gomory (1960, 1963) developed the Cutting Plane 
methods, for all and mixed integer programming problems. Land and Doig (1960) 
developed the powerful branch and bound technique for solving integer linear 
programming problems. Later Dakin (1965) proposed another interesting variation 
of Land and Doig algorithm. Hillier (1969) gave a bound and scan algorithm. 
Bowman and Nemhausen (1970) gave a modified cutting plane method, Austin 
and Grandforoush (1983) developed an advanced dual algorithm and Saltzman and 
Hillier (1988, 1991) presented the exact ceiling point algorithm for solving integer 
programs. Achuthan (1998) presented eight new cutting planes which provide an 
improved description of the solution space and they demonstrated the usefulness 
of the cuts buy generating good lower bounds for 14 large literature benchmark 
problems. Recently, two new cuts (NAZ cut and A-T cut) have been developed by 
Bari and Ahmad (2003) and Bari and Alam (2005) for solving integer 
programming problems. 
Developments of new techniques for solving linear programming problems 
are still going on. Decades of work on Dantzig's simplex method had failed to 
yield a polynomial-time variant. The first polynomial-time linear programming 
algorithm called Ellipsoid Algorithm, developed by Khachiyan (1979), opened up 
the possibility that non-combinatorial methods might beat combinatorial one for 
linear programming. A new polynomial-time algorithm which generated much 
excitement in the mathematical community was developed by Karmarkar (1984). 
It is claimed that Karmarkar's algorithm often outperforms simplex method by a 
factor of 50 on real world problem. Some recent polynomial time algorithms 
developed by Renegar (1988), Gonzaga (1989), Monteiro and Adler (1989), Reha, 
H. Tutun Lu (2000) are more faster than Karmarkar's algorithm. 
Kuhn and Tucker (1951) developed the necessary conditions (which 
became sufficient also under special circumstances) to be satisfied by an optimal 
solution of a non-linear programming problem. These conditions, known as K-T 
conditions, laid the foundation for great deal of later research and development in 
non-linear programming techniques. Till date no single technique is available 
which can provide an optimal solution to every NLPP like simplex method for 
LPP. However different methods are available for some special types of NLPPs. 
Beale (1959) gave a method for solving convex quadratic programming problem 
(CQPP). One of the power fiill techniques for solving a NLPP is to transform it by 
some means, into a form, which permits the use of simplex method of LPP. Using 
K-T conditions Wolfe (1959) transformed the convex quadrafic programming 
problem into an equivalent LPP to which simplex could be applied with some 
additional restrictions on the vectors entering the basis at various iterations. A 
similar method is developed by Panne and Whinston (1964a, 1964b). Some other 
techniques for solving quadratic programming problems are due to Lemke (1962), 
Graves (1967), Fletcher (1971), Aggarwal (1974a), Arshad (1981), Khan, Ahsan 
and Khan (1983). Some recent work is due to Ben-Daya and Shetty (1990), 
Kalantari and Bagehi (1990), Yuang (1991), Fletcher (1993), Bomze and 
Danninger (1994), Phi, N. (2001), Anstreicher and Brixius (2001). 
Among other NLPP methods there are gradient methods and gradient 
projection methods. Like simplex method of LPP these are iterative procedures in 
which at each step we move from one feasible solution to another in such a way 
that the value of the objective function is improved. Rosen (1960, 1961), Kelley 
(1960), Goldfarb (1969), Du and Zhang (1990), Lai (1993) etc., gave gradient 
projection methods for non-linear programming with linear and non-linear 
constraints. 
A simple technique for solving linear fractional programming was proposed 
by Chames and Cooper (1961). Others who contributed to this field are Gilmore 
and Gomory (1963), Arshad and Khan (1990), Nesterov and Nemirovskii (1995). 
The algorithms for solving non-linear fractional programming were developed by 
Dinkelbach (1967), and Mangasarian (1969). The recent developments in the non-
linear and multi objective fractional programming are due to Singh (1986, 1988), 
Singh and Hanson (1991), Chandra, Craven and Mond (1991), Bector, and Singh 
(1993), Patel (1997), Gupta and Puri (1998), Gulati and Izhar (1998) and several 
other authors. 
1.2 Mathematical Programming 
The optimization problems are problems which seek to maximize or 
minimize a numerical function of a number of variables (functions), with the 
variables (functions) subject to certain constraints. Mathematical Programming (or 
Mathematical Optimization) is a branch of applied mathematics, in which from 
many possible solutions the best one in a particular sense is sought. For example, 
out of many possible investments with set constraints, the most profitable is 
sought. After World War II in 1947 the United States air force team. Scientific 
Computation of Optimum Programs (SCOOP), started intensive research on some 
optimum resource allocation problem which led to the development of the famous 
simplex method by George B. Dantzig for solving a linear programming problem. 
Mathematical programming problems have received the attention of many 
researchers in mathematics, economics, engineering, agriculture and operations 
research for ever three decades. Since the development of the simplex method for 
efficiently solving the linear programming problem, both the theory and the 
methods of mathematical programming have seen unprecedented growth. 
A general mathematical programming problem contains an objective 
function with certain constraints. A ftmction (or functions) of many variables the 
optimal value (maximum or minimum) of which is sought, is called the objective 
function. Systems of equations and inequalities which set the conditions and 
connect independent variables are called constraints. 
A general mathematical programming problem can be stated as: 
Minimize (or Maximize) f{X) 
subject to 
g,(X) (<=,>)*„ / = l,2,...,m 
.^>0. 
According to the type of objective function and constraints, the mathematical 
programming problem can be mainly classified as follows. 
i) Linear programming problem. 
ii) Non-linear programming problem. 
iii) Multi-objective programming problem. 
iv) Goal programming problem. 
v) Dynamic programming problem. 
vi) Integer programming problem. 
1.3 Linear Programming Problem 
Linear Programming (L.P) is a mathematical technique most closely 
associated with operations research and management science. Linear programming 
is concerned with problems, in which a linear objective function in terms of 
decision variables is to be optimizes (i.e., either minimized or maximized) while a 
set of linear equations, inequalities and sign restrictions are imposed on the 
decision variables as requirements. (A linear equation/inequality is the one, which 
does not have a multi-degree polynomial within it). A linear programming 
problem is often referred to as an allocation problem because it deals with 
allocation of resources to alternative uses. 
A general Linear Programming Problem can be described as follows: 
n 
Max {orMin) Z^'^^CjXj (a) 
subject to 
f^a,jXj(<,=,>)b,;i^\,2,...,m (b) 
and Xj > 0; y = 1,2,..., n (c) 
The problem of determining «-tuple (x^,x2,...,xJ which makes Zas 
maximum (or minimum) and satisfies (b) and (c) is called the general Linear 
Programming Problem. Here (a) is called the objective function, (b) is called the 
constraints and (c) is called the non-negativity restrictions of the general LPP. 
An «-tuple {x^,x2,...,x„)ofrQa\ numbers which satisfies the constraints of a 
general LPP, is called a solution to the general LPP. Any solution to a general 
LPP, which also satisfies the non-negative restrictions of the problem, is called 
feasible solution to the general LPP. Any feasible solution which optimizes (max 
or min) the objective fiinction of a general LPP is called an optimum solution (or 
optimal solution) to the general LPP. 
Linear programs have turned out to be appropriate models for solving 
practical problems in many fields. G. B. Dantzig first conceived the linear 
programming problem in 1947. Koopman and Dantzig coined the name 'Linear 
Programming' in 1948, and Dantzig proposed an effective 'simplex method' for 
solving linear programming problems in 1949. Dantzig's simplex method solves a 
linear program by examining the extreme points of convex feasible region. Linear 
programming is often referred to as a Uni-objective constrained optimization 
technique. Uni-objective refers to the fact that linear programming problems seek 
to either maximize an objective such as profit or minimize the objective such as 
the cost. The maximization of profit or minimization of cost is always constrained 
by the real world limitations of finite resources. LP allows decision makers an 
opportunity to combine the constraining limitations of the decision environment 
with the interaction of the variables they are seeking to optimize. 
1.3.1 The Simplex Method 
The simplex method or simplex technique is an iterative procedure for 
solving a linear programming problem in a finite number of steps. The method 
provides an algorithm which consists in moving from one vertex of the region of 
feasible solutions to another in such a manner that the value of the objective 
function at the succeeding vertex is less (or more, as the case may be) than at the 
preceding vertex. This procedure of jumping from one vertex to another is then 
repeated. Since the number of vertices is finite, the method leads to an optimal 
vertex in a finite number of steps or indicates the existence of an unbounded 
solution. This method was introduced by George B. Dantzig. 
1.4 Non-Linear Programming Problem 
Non-linear programming emerges as an increasingly important tool in 
economic studies and in operations research. Non-linear programming problems 
arise in various disciplines like engineering, business administration, physical 
sciences, mathematics or any other area where decision must be taken in some 
complex situations that can be represented by a mathematical model. The general 
non-linear programming problem can be represented as follows: 
Min (or Max) Z = fiX) 
subject to 
g,(X)(<,=,>)0,/ = l,2,...,m 
X>0. 
where either the objective function,/(X), is non-linear, or one or more 
constraints, g,(X), have non-linear relationship or both. 
Interest in nonlinear programming problems developed simultaneously with 
the growing interest in linear programming. In the absence of general algorithms 
for nonlinear programming problems, it lies near at hand to explore the 
possibilities of approximate solution by linearization. The nonlinear functions of a 
mathematical programming problem were replaces by piecewise linear functions, 
these approximations may be expressed in such a way that the whole problem is 
turned into linear programming. Kuhn and Tucker (1951) published an important 
paper "Non-linear programming", dealing with the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for optimal solutions to nonlinear programming problems, which laid 
the foundations for a great deal of later work in nonlinear programming. 
1.5 Multi-Objective Programming Problem 
After the development of the simplex method by Dantzig for solving linear 
programming problems, various aspects of single objective mathematical 
programming have been studied quite extensively. It was however, realized that 
almost every real life problem involves more than one objective. Muhi-objective 
programming is a powerful mathematical procedure and applicable in decision 
making to a wide range of problems in the govt, organizations, non-profitable 
organizations and private sects, etc. 
A multiple objective linear programming model with P objective fiinctions 
can be states as follows: 
Max {or Min) [f,{X)J,{X\...J,{X)} 
subject to X eS 
where fXX);i-\,2,-,P is a linear function of the decision variable Xand S is 
the set of feasible solutions. The ideal solution for a multiple objective linear 
programming problem would be to find that feasible set of decision variables X, 
which would optimize the individual objective functions of the problem 
simultaneously. However, with the conflicting objectives in the models, a feasible 
solution that optimizes one objective may not optimize any of the other remaining 
objective functions. This means that what is optimal in terms of one of the 
P objectives is generally not optimal for the other (P-l) objectives, i.e., multiple 
objective optimization has no way in which we may optimize all the objectives 
simultaneously. A number of methodologies have been developed to handle the 
problem of multiple objectives. 
Methods of multi-objective optimization can be classified in many ways 
according to criteria. In Cohn (1985), they are categorized into two relatively 
distinct subsets: generating methods and preference-based methods. In generating 
methods, the set of Pareto optimal (or efficient) solutions is generated for the 
decision maker, who then chooses one of the alternatives. In preference-based 
methods, the preferences of the decision maker are taken into consideration as the 
solution process goes on, and the solution that best satisfies the decision maker's 
preference is selected. 
In fact there is no universally accepted definition of "optimum" in multiple 
objective optimizations as in single objective optimization, which makes it 
difficult to even compare results of one method to another. Normally the decision 
about what the "best" answer is corresponds to the so-called human decision 
maker CeoUo (1999). 
1.6 Goal Programming Problem 
The Goal Programming (GP) is the most widely and suitable technique for 
solving the multi-objective linear problems. In searching for the origin of the goal 
programming analysis some analysts start with G. B. Dantzig's (1947) iterative 
procedure used in the analysis. While this start may be appropriate, it does not 
focus clearly on the specific nature of what is known today as goal programming. 
The ideas of goal programming were originally conceived by Chames in (1955) 
for solving multi-objective linear programming problems. One of the most 
significant contributions that stimulated interest in the applications of GP was due 
to Chames and Cooper in 1961. They introduced the concept of goal programming 
in connection with unsolvable linear programming problems (LPP). Additionally 
they pointed the issue of goal attainment and the value of goal programming in 
allowing for goals to be flexibility included in the model formulation. 
Another contribution during 1960s that had a significant impact on the 
formulation of the goal programming models and their application was contained 
in a text written by Ijiri in 1965. He explained the use of "preemptive priorit}-' 
factors" to treat multiple conflicting objectives in accordance with their 
importance in the objective function. Ijiri also suggested the "generalized inverse 
approach" and doing so, established goal programming as a distinct mathematical 
programming technique. Goal Programming is suitable for the situations where a 
satisfactory solution is sought rather than an optimal one that seeks the attainment 
of more than one goal. It attempts to achieve a satisfactory level in the attainment 
of multiple (often conflicting) objectives. Thus goal programming, like other 
multiple objective techniques is meant not for optimizing but for satisfying "as 
close as possible". Since there is no well-accepted Operations Research technique 
to find the optimum solution for multiple objective optimization problems, goal 
programming gives a better representation of the actual problem. 
In general the Goal Programming model can be stated as follows: 
Min Z = 5]w,PtJ,; {k = \,2,-;K.) 
(=1 
n 
subject to ^a,j x^ + d; - d; = b, (for i = 1,2,..., P) 
x„d;,d;^0; / = l,2,...,P;7 = l,2,...,« 
where the objective function minimizes Z, which is the sum of weighted 
deviational variables, /'^are the preemptive priority factors. The weight w, is 
assessed for each f^ deviational variable and attached to each k"' priority factors. 
The objective function is minimized subjected to Pgoal constraints where a^'s are 
the coefficients for the decision variables x^'s. There are «decision variables in 
the model. The value b, represents the right-hand-side for the goal constraint. 
1.7 Dynamic Programming Problem 
The dynamic programming technique is a computational procedure, which 
is well suited for solving MPPs that may be treated as a multistage decision 
problem. The main hurdle in using dynamic programming technique to MPPs 
arising in practical situation is the "Problem of Dimensionality." Many decision-
making problems involve a process that take place in several stages (multistage 
process) in such a way that, at each stage the process is dependent on the strategy 
chosen. Such types of problems are called Dynamic Programming Problems 
(DPP). This dynamic programming is concerned with the theor>' of multistage 
decision process, i.e., the process in which a sequence of interrelated decisions has 
to be made. Mathematically a DPP is a decision making problem in n-variables the 
problems being sub-divided into ^-problems, and each sub-problem being a 
decision-making problem in one variable only. The solution to a DPP is achieved 
sequentially starting from one (initial) stage to the next till the final stage is 
reached. 
The concept of dynamic programming is largely based upon the principle 
of optimality due to Bellman, viz. ''An optimal policy has the property that 
whatever the initial state and initial decisions are, the remaining decisions must 
constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the first 
decision''. It implies that given the initial state of a system an optimal policy for 
subsequent stages does not depended upon the policy adopted at the preceding 
stages, that is why it is referred to as the Markovian property of dynamic 
programming. The problem lacking this property cannot be considered as DPP. 
1.7.1 The Recursive Equation Approach 
There exist different approaches to solve a dynamic programming problem. 
Among them an important one is recursive equation approach. This can be 
illustrated as follows: 
Suppose there are n machines each of which can perform two different 
kinds of work. If z machines work on the first kind of work, commodities worth 
g(z) are produced and if they work on the second kind of work, commodities 
worth h{z) are produced. It is also known to the company that after completing a 
job, some machines get partly inoperative. For the first kind of work, a{z) 
machines are leftover whereas for the second kind of work, b{z) machines are 
leftover. Then the problem is what policy should be adopted for producing goods 
so that the total value of the goods produced is maximized if k jobs are to be 
performed? To solve this problem we can use recursive equation approach as 
follows: 
In the first stage, subdivide this problem into several decision-making 
problems. Each such problem is an allocation problem of allocating a job to the 
optimum number of machines. In the initial (first) stage all the n machines are 
available for use. Let x, be the number of machines assigned to job 1 and «-jc, be 
the number of machines assigned to job 2. Clearly 0<A:, <«. Let /v(«) denote the 
total optimal value of the produced goods when we start with n machines and 
work in N stages, at each stage determining a sequential optimum. Thus 
/,(«) = max.[g(x,) + /^ (:^ ;,)], where y,=n-x^. 
Now, in the second stage the number of available machines is«, =a(x^)+b{y^). 
From the principle of optimality, given the current stage, the optimum alternative 
for the current stage is obtained by optimizing the sum of the optimum value of 
the goods produced at all previously considered stages and the value of goods 
produced at the current stage. Thus, if X2 machines are allotted a particular job and 
«i -^2 to other one in stage 2, then the value of the goods produced in this stage is 
g{x2) + h{y2), where >^2 ="1 -^2- ^^^ optimum allocation at stage 2, therefore, 
corresponds to 
fi(") = max.[g(x,) + /j{y^ ) + /,{fl(x,) + biy^)}\ y,=n-x^ 
or, in general, /2(n) = max.[g(x ) + hiy ) + /,{a(x ) + b(y )\[ y =n-x 
0<X|Sn 
By similar argument, we have 
/3(«) = max.[g(x ) + h{y ) + f2[a{x ) + b{y ) \ \ y ^n-x 
OSAr,£n 
and /,(«) = max.[g(x ) + h{y )+f,_\a{x )+b(y )][ y ^n-x ,k>\. 
0<x, <n 
This is a recurrence equation for fjs. This recurrence relation connects the 
optimal decisions function for the TV^ -stage problem with the optimal decision 
ftinction for the {N -1) stage sub-problem. 
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1.7.2 Characteristics of Dynamic Programming 
The basic features which characterize the dynamic programming problem 
are as follows : 
i) The problem can be subdivided into stages with a policy decision required at 
each stage. A stage is a device to sequence the decisions. That is, it 
decomposes a problem into sub-problem such that an optimal solution to the 
problem can be obtained from the optimal solutions to the sub-problems, 
ii) Every stage consists of a number of states associated with it. The states are 
the different possible conditions in which the system may find itself at thai 
stage of the problem, 
iii) Decision at each stage converts the current stage into state associated with 
the next stage, 
iv) The state of the system at a stage is described by a set of variables, called 
state variables, 
v) When the current state is known, an optimal policy for the remaining stages 
is independent of the policy of the previous ones, 
vi) To identify the optimum policy for each state of the system, a recursive 
equation is formulated with n stages remaining, given the optimal policy for 
the state with {n -1) policy stages left, 
vii) Using recursive equation approach each time the solution procedure moves 
backward stage by stage, for obtaining the optimum policy of each state for 
that particular stage, till it attains the optimum policy beginning at the initial 
stage. 
1.7.3 Dynamic Programming Algorithm 
The stepwise algorithm for solving a mathematical problem by dynamic 
programming approach can be summarized in the following steps: 
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Step 1: Identify the decision variables and specify objective function to be 
optimized under certain limitations, if any. 
Step 2: Decompose (or divide) the given problem into a number of smaller sub-
problems (or stages). Identify the state variables at each stage and write 
down the transformation function as a function of the state variables and 
decision variables at the next stage. 
Step 3: Write down a general recursive relationship for computing the optimal 
policy. Decide whether forward or backward method is to follow to solve 
the problem (If the dynamic programming problem is solved by using the 
recursive equation starting from the first through the last stage, i.e., 
obtaining the sequence /,-^/j->•••->/;/, the computation involved is 
called the forward computational procedure. If the recursive equation is 
formulated in a different way so as to obtain the sequence 
/^->/yy_,->...^/,, then the computation is known as the backward 
computational procedure). 
Step 4: Construct appropriate stages to show the required values of the return 
function at each stage. 
Step 5: Determine the overall optimal policy or decisions and its value at each 
stage. There may be more than one such optimal policy. 
1.8 Integer Programming Problem 
A mathematical programming problem in which some or all of the decision 
variables are restricted to assume only integer values is termed as integer 
programming problem. If all variables are restricted to be integers, then the 
problem is called as all (or pure) Integer Programming Problem, on the other hand, 
if only some of the variables have integer restriction the problem is called a mixed 
IPP. 
The general mathematical model of an IPP can be given as: 
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Max (or Min) Z = f{x) 
subject to 
g,{x) {<,=,>) b,; i = \,2,...,m 
Xj is an integer, jeI<z,N 
where x = {x^,x2,...,x„)\% the n-component vector of decision variables and 
iV = {I,2,...,«}. If I = N, i.e., ail variables are restricted to be integers, we have an 
all (or pure) IPP. If / c A^ , i.e., some of the variables are restricted to be integers 
and not all, then we have a mixed IPP. 
Most of the developments in the field of integer programming are restricted 
to the case of integer linear programming problem, i.e., where the functions of 
fix) and gXx) are linear. A systematic procedure for obtaining an optimum 
integer solution to an all integer programming problem was first suggested by R.E. 
Gomory. His method starts without taking into consideration the integer 
requirement. 
This type of programming is of particular importance in business and 
industry where quite often, the fractional solutions are unrealistic because the units 
are not divisible. For example, it is absurd to speak of 2.3 men working on project 
or 8.7 machines in a workshop. The integer solution to a problem can however, be 
obtained by rounding off the optimum values of the variables to the nearest integer 
values. But it is generally inaccurate to obtain an integer solution by rounding off 
in this manner, for there is no guarantee that the deviation from the exact integer 
solution will not be too large to retain the feasibility. The two important methods 
to solve integer programming problems are cutting plane method and branch and 
bound method. 
1.8.1 Cutting Plane Methods 
It is known that optimal solution to a continuous LP? always occur at an 
extreme point of the convex solution space. In cutting plane methods, specially 
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developed additional constraints (also called secondary constraints), that are 
violated by the current continuous solution but never by any feasible integer 
solution, are added to the constraint set. The successive application of such a 
procedure eventually results in a new convex solution space with an optimum 
integer extreme point. The name "cutting plane method" is due to the fact that the 
additional secondary constraints cut off infeasible parts of the continuous solution 
space. Cutting plane methods are the first systematic technique to be developed for 
solving an integer linear programming problem. The first finite cutting plane 
algorithm was developed by Gomory in 1958 for all integer linear programming 
problems. 
1.8.2 Branch and Bound Methods 
The solution space of a general integer programming problem can be 
assumed bounded with only a finite number of integer points in it. Thus in order to 
solve an integer linear programming problem (ILPP) one can enumerate all such 
integer point and keep track of the feasible solution with best possible objective 
value. Unfortunately the number of integer points, although finite, can be very 
large so that it may not be practically possible to enumerate all such points. In 
branch and bound methods some rules are framed that allow us to discard some of 
the non-promising integer points without enumerating them. The applications of 
branch and bound method involve three basic operations, branching, bounding and 
fathoming. 
Branching: It is a partition of the continuous solution space into disjoint 
subspaces (subproblems) which are also continuous. The purpose of branching is 
to eliminate parts of the continuous solution space that are not feasible for integer 
problem. This is achieved by adding mutually exclusive constraints, that are 
necessary conditions for integer solutions, in such a way that no feasible integer 
point is eliminated. 
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Bounding: Assuming that the original problem is of maximization. The optimal 
objective value of each subproblem created by branching sets an upper bound on 
the objective value of the associated integer feasible solutions. The process of 
computing the bounds is called bounding and these bounds are essential for 
"ranking" the optimal solutions of the subproblems and hence to locate the optimal 
integer solutions.' 
Fathoming: In branch and bound method, each created subproblem is solves as a 
continuous problem. A subproblem that has been discarded for further 
consideration of branching is called a fathomed subproblem. There may be three 
reasons for fathoming a sub problem. 
i) The subproblem yields an integer solution. This provides a lower bound on the 
optimal integer solution, 
ii) The continuous optimal solution of the subproblem is no better than the current 
best integer solution, 
iii) The subproblem is infeasible. 
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CHAPTER II 
A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 
2.1 Sampling 
The need for statistical information seems endless in modem society. In 
particular, data are regularly collected to satisfy the need for information about 
specified sets of elements, called finite populations. One of the most important 
modes of data collection for satisfying such need is a sample survey. We use 
sample survey rather than census because if data are secured from only a small 
fraction of the aggregate, called sample, the expenditures occurred in the survey 
are smaller than if a census is attempted. Also we can get the result rapidly when it 
is urgently needed when we use sampling survey and sample survey results greater 
accuracy and scope because a well trained personnel or specialized equipments 
can be applied for the survey. Also in some cases we can not apply the complete 
enumeration method (census). 
2.2 Historical Background of Survey Sampling 
Over the last few decades, survey sampling has evolved into an extensive 
body of theory, methods and operations used daily all over the world. As Rossi, 
Wright and Anderson (1983) point out, it is appropriate to speak of a worldwide 
survey industry with different sectors; a government sector, an academic sector, a 
private and mass media sector, a residual sector consisting of adhoc and in-house 
surveys. Several attempts, have been so far made towards depicting the history of 
the development of survey sampling, the important branch of statistics, by many 
renowned Statisticians among them are Yates (1946), Sukhatme (1968), Chang 
(1976), Hansen (1983), Stigler (1986), Olkin (1987), Bellhouse (1988), Smith 
(1984,2001), Mukhopadhyan (1998) and Brunt (2001). 
Arthur Lyon Bowley brought randomization in survey sampHng to the core 
and at the same time he developed a theory of purposive selection. Bowley's best 
remembered contribution to sampling theory was through the commission 
appointed in 1924 by the International Statistical Institute to study the application 
of the representative method. Bowley provided a theoretical monograph 
summarizing the known results in random and purposive selection, see Bowly 
(1926) and lessen (1926a). In addition to several other ideas, the monograph 
contains a development of stratified sampling with proportional allocations, 
sometimes, referred to as Bowley's allocation, and a theoretical development of 
purposive selection through correlations between control variables and the 
variable of interest. The later development included formulae for the measurement 
of the precision of the estimate under a purposive sampling design. The work on 
proportional allocation reflects Bowley's continued desire to maintain equal 
inclusion probabilities for all units in a randomized sampling design. The two 
methods of sampling, randomization and purposive selection, both under certain 
rules of operation, remained the standard acceptable methods of sampling for next 
decade. A purposively selected balanced sample which gave reasonable results 
had been described by Jessen (1926b, 1928). 
Neyman's (1934) paper on sampling was immediately recognized as an 
important contribution to the field of statistics. Kruskal and Mosteller (1980) 
described the work as "The Neyman Watershed" and Hansen (1983) commented 
that the paper played a paramount role in promoting theoretical research, 
methodological developments and applications of probability sampling. The main 
point of Neyman's paper was the comparison of stratified random sampling with 
purposive sampling, his new method of confidence intervals and the second line of 
attack was empirical. 
The sampling seeds sown by Neyman in the United States soon bore fruit in 
the U.S. Bureau of census through the work of Morris Hanses and William 
Hurwitz and their colleagues. There were many contributions by others to survey 
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sampling in the period up to 1945. One big gap is the influence of R. A. Fisher and 
the work on sampling at Rothamsted by Yates and other researchers produced 
such as W. G. Cochran. Their contributions are described in Yates (1960). 
Ratio and Regression estimations were introduced during the 1930's with a 
comprehensive account of the theory being provided by Cochran (1942). The 
theory for systematic sampling was given by Madow (1944). Cochran (1946) 
examines the accuracy of systematic sampling under specific assumptions about 
the population; this paper is of a particular interest due to its use of super 
population models for efficiency comparisons. Neyman's approach, being fi-ee of 
population assumptions, was in fact too general for establishing useful results 
about efficiencies. 
The Indian Statistical Institute, set up in 1931 by Mahalnobis, played a 
major role in the development of sample survey theory and practice. For example, 
the problem of estimation of crop fields was a primary stimulus to the use of 
sampling techniques in India. The tremendous growth in India of the use of 
sampling techniques, and of research into sampling theory and methods, may be 
credited to P.C. Mahalnobis. A full large scale survey was carried out in 1941 and 
that was in connection with these surveys that Mahalnobis brought to full 
development the method of interpenetrating sub samples for variance estimation, 
which has led to the ideas of replicated sampling and techniques such as the 
Jacknife. 
The coverage of standard survey design was virtually completed by 
Patterson (1950) giving a theory for the design and analysis of repeated surveys. 
The time was right for consolidation of all this material and the first edition of a 
series of texts devoted solely to surveys began to appear. Yates (1946) and 
Deming (1950), were followed quickly by Hansen (1953) and Sukhatme (1984). 
Horvits and Thompson (1952) presented a fundamental paper in the development 
of sample survey theory. Their work was incorporated in the second editions of the 
above text and in the later books by Kish (1965), Murthy (1967) and Raj (1968). 
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Moreover in narrowing the focus of the history some insights into the 
development of sampling technique became apparent. A major motivating force 
behind so-called classical sampling methods is the execution of large scale social 
and economic surveys. V.P Godambe in 1955 first challenged the design based 
approach to survey sampling and may be credited with creating a new paradigm in 
the field, that of establishing the logical foundations of estimation theory in survey 
sampling. There are a number of researchers who have been drawn away from 
other possible areas of activity to follow the model-based approach. Models are 
essential dealing with all forms of non-sampling errors, including coverage errors, 
non-response, response errors and processing errors, and it is also accepted that 
models help in the choice of estimators, especially when covariates are available. 
Brewer (1979), Samadal (1980), Isaki and Fuller (1982), Hansen (1983) and many 
others advocated a model assisted approach in some form. 
Two technical areas which have been observed to have seen recent 
advances are the analysis of survey data and small area estimation. McCullah and 
Nelder (1989), enable us to use the full range of analysis of variance type 
techniques on contingency tables. Rao and Jackson (1984) show how these 
methods can be adopted to surveys of complex designs. The books by Skinner 
(1989), Hedayat and Sinha (1991), Bamnett (1991), Chaudhuri and Stenger 
(1992), Thompson (1992) and Samadal (1992) used these papers along with others 
as important references. Skinner (1989) covers the techniques for the multivariate 
analysis of survey data and Samadal (1992) covers all field of model based as well 
as model assisted survey sampling. 
2.3 Random or Probability Sampling 
According to Snedecor and Cochran (1994): "A sample is a set of items or 
individuals selected from a larger aggregate or population about which we wish to 
get quantitative information". Sampling is the process of drawing samples from a 
given population. The results obtained from a sample will be of interest only if 
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they convey something about the population including that portion which we have 
not studied in the sample. Random or probability sampling is a method of 
selecting samples according to certain laws of probability in which each unit of the 
population has some definite probability of being selected in the sample. Random 
sampling does not mean haphazard selection of units. The term is rather used for 
probability sampling as against haphazard selection or selection of unit by choice. 
Some of the important methods of selecting a random sample from the population 
are: 
i) Simple Random Sampling. 
ii) Stratified Sampling. 
iii) Systematic Sampling. 
iv) Cluster Sampling. 
v) Double Sampling. 
vi) Two Stage Sampling. 
2.4 Simple Random Sampling 
The procedure for selecting a sample of size n out of a finite population of 
size N in which each of the possible distinct samples has an "equal chance" of 
being selected is called simple random sampling or often simply random sampling, 
i.e., simple random sampling is a method of selecting n units out of the N units 
such that every one of the ^C„ samples has an equal chance of being chosen. 
There are two types of simple random sampling. If the selected item in one draw is 
replaced to the population before taking another one, then such method is called 
simple random sampling with replacement (SRSWR), and if the selected item is 
not replacing to the population before taking the next draw, then the method is 
called simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR). 
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2.5 Stratified Random Sampling 
Apart from increasing the sample size, one possible way to estimate the 
population mean or total with greater precision is to divide the population in 
several groups (sub-populations or classes, these sub-populations are non-
overlapping and are called strata) each of which is more homogeneous than the 
entire population and then draw a random sample of predetermined size from each 
group. The whole procedure of dividing the population into the strata and then 
drawing a random sample from each of the strata is called stratified random 
sampling. The use of stratified sampling in sample survey needs the solution of the 
following three basic problems: 
i) The determination of the number of strata, 
ii) The determination of the strata boundaries. 
iii) The determination of the sizes of the samples to be selected from 
various strata. 
Let the population of size N be divided into L strata of sizes N^,N2,...,Nj^. 
L 
These strata are mutually exclusive (non-overlapping) such that '^Nf,=N. For 
full benefit from stratification the stratum weight,PF;, =—^; {h = \,2,-,L), must be 
knovm. Furthermore, let a sample of sizes n,,«2'->«L' ^^ dravvTi (by the method of 
simple random sampling) from each group (strata) independently, the sample size 
within the h"' stratum being « ,^ such that «, + Wj +...+«^ = «. 
Notations: 
A^^ : Total number ofunits in the/z'^ stratum. 
n^ : Number ofsample units in the/j' stratum. 
ff,=— : Sampling fraction in the h"' stratum. 
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Wi, = —^ : Stratum weight in the h stratum. 
yf,;, : Value of the characteristic under study for the 1^'^ unit in the h"' 
stratum. 
yf,= — y]yhk '• Sample mean in the h stratum. 
Yf,= — "^yhk '• Population mean in the h stratum. 
h = ^ - Yjiyhk ~yhf '• Sample mean square in the h' stratum. 
"/, - 1 k=\ 
\ ^h _ 
S] = y\{yhk ~Yhf '• Population mean square in the h stratum. 
al = — Y,(yhk -Yhf '• Population variance in the h' stratum. 
Y - — ^ ^ ^ ' M • Over all population mean. 
^ h=\ k=i Theorem 1 
For a stratified random sampling if the samples are drawn independently in 
different strata and if in every stratum the sample estimate j ^ , is an unbiased 
_ L 
estimate of Y^, then y^, ='Yj^h yh is an unbiased estimate of overall population 
mean Y with variance 
h=l v"/. ^/.y 
Here, F(>^^ ,) depends onSl, i.e., homogeneity within the strata provides an 
estimates with greater precision in a stratified random sampling. 
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Theorem 2 
If a simple random sample is taken within each stratum, then an unbiased 
estimate of 5"^  is si, and an unbiased estimate of variance of y^, is given by 
f^ij^j^I-^a-zj 
"/, 
2.5.1 Principal Reasons for Stratification 
The following are the important reasons for stratification: 
> To gain in precision: By dividing a heterogeneous population into strata in 
such a way that each stratum is internally homogeneous. 
> To accommodate administrative convenience and/or cost considerations, 
fieldwork is organized by strata, which usually results saving in cost and 
effort. 
> To obtain separate estimates for strata. 
> We can accommodate different sampling plan in different strata. 
> We can have data of known precision for certain subdivisions treating each 
subdivision as a "population" in its own right. 
> There may be marked differences in sampling problems in different parts of 
the population. 
2.5.2 Allocations of Sample Sizes to Different Strata 
An important consideration is how to allocate a total sample of size n 
among the L identified strata. There are three types of allocation for carrying out 
estimation in a stratified random sample. 
i) Equal allocation. 
ii) Proportional allocation. 
iii) Optimum allocation. 
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2.5.3 Equal Allocation 
If the strata are presumed to be of roughly equal size, and there is no 
additional information regarding the variability or distribution of the response in 
the strata, equal allocation to the strata is probably the best choice, i.e., n^= — , 
then the V {y^,) is given by 
2.5 A Proportional Allocation 
The allocation of sample sizes to different strata in a way that the sample 
size is directly proportional to the stratum weight is called the proportional 
allocation, i.e., «^  oc PF^ . In this allocation V{y^,)h given by 
\n Njtt 
2.5.5 Optimum Allocation 
The formula for optimum allocation in various strata was derived by 
Tschuprow in (1923). Later J. Neyman derived them independently in (1934). 
That is why such an allocation is often termed as Neyman-Tschuprow allocation. 
In this method of allocation the sample sizes «^  in the respective strata are 
determined with a view to minimize V{y^,)for a specified cost of conducting the 
sample survey or to minimize the cost for a specified value of V{y^i). 
If CQ is the overhead cost and c^ , is the average cost of surveying one unit in 
the h'^ stratum, then the simplest cost fiinction is of the form 
Cost=C = Co+£c^«;, 
h=\ 
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and V(yJ = Y.^^^-i:~r-
Choosing the «;, to minimize V for a fixed C or C for a fixed V are both 
equivalent to minimizing the product 
viyJ+Jl 
L 11/2 C2 ^ 
w s h ^h 
A=l Nf, ) 
( C - C o ) = 
V ''=1 "A y v/>=i y 
By using Cauchy-Schwartz inequaUty, Staurt (1954) has noted that the minimum 
W S 
value of the above expression occurs if «;, <x ^^ , this allocation is known as 
optimum allocation. 
Note: If the cost per unit is same in all the strata, i.e., Ci^=c in all strata, 
then/7^ ^Wf^Sf,, this allocation is called the Neyman allocation. 
Case I : Optimum allocation for fixed cost. 
When the cost is fixed, the value of w^  can be obtained under the optimum 
allocation as, n^, = 1 —— with variance, 
h\^h 
h=\ 
yysuopi (C ~('(s)\h=\ J •'* h=\ 
Case II: Optimum allocation for fixed variance. 
Under the optimum allocation, the sample size «^  can be obtained for a 
fixed variance Fas 
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(w>,sj^)'tw,s,^ 
h=l 
C = Co + 
J^ h=\L 
with an optimum cost, 
hM^h 
\it^^'l 
2.6 Systematic Sampling 
Systematic sampling method is quite different from simple random 
sampling. It is a statistical method involving the selection of elements from an 
ordered sampling frame. It relies on arranging the target population according to 
some ordering and then selecting elements at regular intervals through that ordered 
list. The most common form of systematic sampling is an equal-probability 
method, in which every 1^^ element in the frame is selected, where k, the sampling 
interval (sometimes known as the 'skip'), is calculated as A; = N/n; where N is the 
population size and n is the number of sample units needed. Using this procedure 
each element in the population has a known and equal probability of being 
selected in the sample. This makes systematic sampling fiinctionally similar to 
simple random sampling. If the variance within systematic sample is more than 
variance of population, it is much efficient than simple random sampling. The 
main advantage of the systematic sampling is that it spreads the sample units more 
evenly over the population and also it is easier to conduct than a simple random 
sample. One of the disadvantages is that the system may interact with some hidden 
pattern in the population, e.g., every third house along the street might always be 
the middle one of a terrace of three. 
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2.7 Cluster Sampling 
Cluster sampling is a sampling technique used when "natural" groupings 
are evident in a statistical population. It is often used in marketing research. In this 
technique, the total population is divided into some groups (or clusters) and a 
sample of the groups is selected. Then the required information is collected from 
the elements within each selected group. The main difference between cluster 
sampling and stratified sampling is that in cluster sampling the cluster is treated as 
the sampling unit so that analysis is done on a population of clusters. In stratified 
sampling, the analysis is done on elements within strata. In stratified sampling, a 
random sample is drawn from each of the strata, whereas in cluster sampling only 
the selected clusters are studied. The main objective of cluster sampling is to 
reduce costs by increasing sampling efficiency. This contrasts with stratified 
sampling where the main objective is to increase precision. 
2.8 Double Sampling 
In sample surveys, to increase the efficiency of the estimator the 
information on an auxiliary variate x is required in many cases, either for 
estimation or for stratification. When such information is lacking and it is 
relatively cheaper to obtain information onx. Then we can consider taking a large 
preliminary sample for estimating the distribution of x or X and only a small 
sample (or subsample) for measuring the y - variate, the character of interest for 
estimation. This technique is known as double sampling or two-phase sampling. 
When the sample for the main survey is selected in three or more phases, the 
technique is called multi-phase sampling. The main difference between muhi-
phase and multistage sampling procedures is that in multi-phase sampling it is 
necessary to have a complete sampling frame of the units whereas in multistage 
sampling, a sampling frame of the next stage units is necessary only for the sample 
units selected at the stage. 
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If in a stratified sampling, the strata weights are not known in advance and 
it is essential to estimate the population characteristics. In such a situation we can 
use double sampling for stratification. For this first we select a large preliminary 
sample of size «' by simple random sampling, to estimate the strata weights and 
then further selecting a sub-sample of n units with «;, units from the h"^ stratum, 
L 
to collect information on the character under study, such that ^« ; , = «. 
2.9 Two-Stage and Multi-Stage Sampling 
Suppose that each unit in the population can be divided into a number of 
smaller units, or elements. A sample of n units has been selected. If elements 
within a selected unit give similar results, it seems uneconomical to measure them 
all. A common practice is to select and measure a sample of the elements in any 
chosen unit. Since the unit is not measured completely but is itself sampled, this 
technique is called subsampling. Another name, due to Mahalanobis, is two-stage 
sampling, because the sample is taken in two steps. The first is to select a sample 
of units, often called the primary units, and the second is to select a sample of 
elements from each chosen primary unit. The principal advantage of two-stage 
sampling is that it is more flexible than one-stage sampling. 
This can be generalized to three or more stages and is termed as multistage 
sampling. Multistage sampling has been found to be very useful in practice and is 
being commonly used in large scale surveys. The multistage sampling procedure 
may be taken to be a better combination of random sampling and cluster sampling 
procedures. The main advantage of this procedure is that, at the first stage, the 
frame of first stage units is required, which can be prepared easily. At the second 
stage, the frame of second stage units is required only for the selected first stage 
units and so on. This design is more flexible than other methods as it permits the 
use of different selection procedures in different stages. Multi stage sampling may 
be the only choice in a number of practical situations where a satisfactory 
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sampling frame of ultimate-stage units is not readily available and the cost of 
obtaining such a frame is large. 
2.10 Non-Response Errors 
Non-response is becoming a grooming concern in survey research. 
Measurements of non-response errors have always been a theme of interest in 
sample survey studies. Non-response errors arise due to various causes like the 
respondents are not at homes when enumerator calls on them. The phenomenon of 
non-response when people are not able or willing to answer questions asked by the 
interviewer can appear in sample surveys as well as in census. The extent and the 
effect of the non-response can vary greatly from one type of survey to another. It 
affects the quality of survey in two ways. Firstly, due to the reduction of the 
amount of available data, the estimates of population parameters will be less 
precise. Secondly, if a relationship exists between the variable under investigation 
and response behaviours, statements made on the basis of the response are not 
valid for the total population. 
It is obvious that the extent of non-response must be kept as small as 
possible. In case when the units of the non-response group are such that after some 
additional efforts it is possible to get the information, we refer such non-
responding group of units is "Soft Core". In some cases a part of non-response 
units are such that it is impossible to get information, the set of these units are 
referred as "Hard Core". A technique to deal with problem of non-response was 
developed by Hansen and Hurwitz (1946). Chapter 3 deals with the problem of 
non-response errors. 
CHAPTER III 
APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING IN DOUBLE 
SAMPLING FOR STRATIFICATION WITH THE NON-RESPONDENTS 
SUB-SAMPLING 
3.1 Introduction 
In stratified sampling, the population is divided into L strata which are 
homogeneous within themselves and whose means are widely different. The 
stratum weights are used in estimating unbiasedely the mean or the total of the 
character under study. If these weights are not known, the technique of double 
sampling can be used. 
If auxiliary information is not available but can be collected rather 
inexpensively on a some what large scale, it may pay to collect such information 
in the first instance and then take a sample for the measurement of y, the character 
under study. This technique is known as double sampling or two-phase sampling. 
The theory was first given by Neyman (1938). The population is to be stratified 
into L classes (strata). The first sample is a simple random sample without 
replacement (SRSWOR) of size n' and is used to stratify the population into 
I strata by observing a character x, which is highly correlated with each of a 
number of characters under study. Let n[ be the number of elements falling in 
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Stratum h,{h = \,2,...,L), such that ^«;_=«'. The second sample is a stratified 
h=\ 
random sample of size n in which the y^^ are measured; n,, units are drawn from 
stratum h. Usually the second sample in stratum /z is a random subsample from 
the n\ units selected in the first phase. The objective of the first sample is to 
estimate the strata weights; that of the second sample is to estimate the strata 
means. 
Rao (1973) proposed the method of double sampling for stratification 
(DSS) for the estimation of the population mean F, of the variate Y, using the 
values of the auxiliary variate collected at the first phase for stratification only. Ige 
and Tripathi (1987) used the information collected at the first phase for 
stratification as well as in constructing ratio and difference estimators of the 
population mean Y. 
So far all the authors who dealt on DSS have assumed that all the units 
responded favourably to the enquiry. One of the sources of error in surveys is non-
contact or refusals. It is obvious that the extent of non-response must kept as small 
as possible. The non-response can be divided into two groups as "Soft Core" and 
"Hard Core". A non-response group is called "Soft Core" if it is possible to get the 
information after some additional effort. In some cases a part of non-response 
units are such that it is impossible to get the information, the set of these units are 
referred as "Hard Core". In a household survey the selected family may not be 
available at home when the interviewer calls. The selected person may refuse to 
cooperate by saying that he has not time to answer questions or that he consider 
the purpose of the survey to be senseless. Persuasion and fiirther recalls are 
therefore necessary for achieving complete coverage of the sample. But it is 
expensive to call and call again. At the same time we cannot afford to neglect the 
non-response. Results based on response alone will not apply to the entire 
population from which the sample was selected. Experience from different surveys 
show that non-response generally differs from the response in several respects and 
neglecting them will introduce a bias in the results. Under these circumstances, 
one solution is to take a small subsample of the non-respondents and use all the 
persuasion, ingenuity and other resources at our command to get a response from 
them. The two samples can then be combined suitably to get a better estimate of 
the population parameter. 
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Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) discussed a method of tackling total non-
response in mail interview. Rao (1986) applied this method of subsampling the 
non-respondents for the ratio estimation of the mean when the population mean of 
the auxiliary character is known. Based on Rao (1973), Ige and Tripathi (1987) 
and Okaford (1994), in this chapter, the problem of optimum allocation in DSS 
with subsampling the non-respondents is formulated as a mathematical 
programming problem. 
For practical application of any allocation, integer values of the sample 
sizes are required. This could be done by simply rounding off non-integer sample 
sizes to their nearest integral values. When the sample sizes are large enough and 
(or) the measurement cost in various strata are not too high, the rounded off 
sample allocation may work well. 
However in situations other than described above, the rounded off sample 
allocations may become infeasible and (or) non optimal. This means that the 
rounded off values may violate some of the constraint of the problem and (or) 
there may exist other sets of integer sample allocations with a better value of the 
objective function. In such situations we have to use some integer programming 
technique to obtain an optimum integer solution. The problem of obtaining an 
optimum allocation in DSS, when there is non-response on the main character and 
total response on the auxiliary character, is considered here as an all integer 
nonlinear programming problem (AINLPP). A solution procedure is developed 
using the dynamic programming technique by Najmussehar and Abdul Bari 
(2002). 
3.2 Rao's Strategy in the Presence of Non-Response (Najmussehar & Abdul 
Bari, 2002) 
From a population of A'^  units, a large sample of size n' is selected by 
simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR). Information on the 
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auxiliary variable x is collected with which an unbiased estimate w^  = n'Jn' of the 
true stratum weight Wf^ - NjN is calculated, where n^ is the number of units in 
L 
the initial sample that falls in stratum h, {h=l,2, ...,L), with ^ « ^ = n'. 
In each stratum a subsample of size n,, =Vf,n[,{0<v^ <l), Vf^is predetermined, is 
selected from n'^ by SRSWOR. The main character y is then observed on these «^  
units, (h=l,2,...,L). 
The DSS estimator of the population mean for the total response is 
L 
yds^Tj^hyn (3.2.1) 
1 "* 
where y^= —'Yy^,, the sample mean. 
The variance of y^^ is given by 
1 n . , i^ ^^^rj__i^  
^0 -^)H -^^ K^+^Z^^ n' N ' n' /i=i v*^ /. J Si (3.2.2) 
^here5;=-l-tf;U,-7y 
N-\U ,=. 
1 ^ 
and 5^ ^ = X v/" ~ ^'' j ' variance of>' variate in the h' stratum. 
N,-U.^ 
Suppose 
njh '• unit respond at the first call from the «/, units selected in stratum h. 
n2h '• units do not respond. 
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Thus the subsample of size n^ is again subdivided into respondent and non-
respondent subsamples of sizes nih and n2h respectively, where «,;, + n-^^ = n^. 
Using the strategy of Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) a sub subsample of size 
Wj^  out of the n^t, non-respondents of /z"" stratum is selected and interviewed with 
improved method, where m^^, = kl n^f, (0 < kl < 1), kl is a known constant. 
An unbiased estimator J '^for F based on sample means from respondents and non-
respondents (in second attempt) is given as 
y:=t^^y:, where yl = "'^^'^' '""^"" (3.2.3) 
y^i,: sample mean for respondents based on «,;, units 
y^2h '• sample mean for the non-respondents based on m^,, units. 
The variance of y'^ is given by 
>'fc)=^&J+^I'y..^SL (3.2.4) 
where 
^2h = N2jN,popuhtion proportion of the non-respondents in stratum h 
S^y^, is the population variance of the non-respondents in stratum h. 
3.3 The Problem 
Consider a population of size A'^  divided into L strata of sizes Nj, N2,..., Ni, 
L 
where ^N^=N. If N^,Nj,...,Ni^ are not known, the stratum weights 
W^=NjN; h = \X-,L remain unknown. In such situations double sampling 
technique may be used to first estimate unknown Wh- A large simple random 
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sample of size n' from the unstratified population is drawn and the units 
belonging to each stratum (in the sample) is obtained. If n[, h = l,2,...,L units 
belong to the h' stratum then w^, = n^jn' will serve as an estimate of W^^ =N^/N. 
A second stratified sample is then obtained in which a simple random sub sample 
of n^ units is drawn out of the previously selected n^  units of the /?"' stratum. If the 
problem of nonresponse is also there and «,;,and n^^^dtnoXQ the number of 
respondents and non-respondents respectively out the w^, units and Rao (1986) 
strategy is used, in which a second subsample of m^^, units is selected out of n^^ 
non-respondents and information is obtained on second attempt. An unbiased 
estimator J^ ^ of the population mean Y of the main variable y is given by 
expression (3.2.3) with a variance given by (3.2.4). 
The problem is to find the optimum sizes of the subsamples 
m^h, h = 1,2,...,Z for which V\^*^^) given by (3.2.4) is minimum for a fixed cost. For 
this in the first phase of the solution optimum values of n,^, h = l,2,...,L are 
obtained for which v{^'^j is minimum for a fixed sample size « = ^ « / , . In the 
second and final phase of the solution the optimum values of rn.^^\h = 1,2,...,!, are 
obtained for a fixed total cost of the survey. 
Using (3.2.2) and (3.2.4) the problem of first phase can be formulated as 
Minimize F f c ) = - - - Sl^-^^W, — 1 Sl^-^^W, 
KnJy J V ^ J 
1 x^„. W-k, h 
K^h^hJ 
SL (3.3.1) 
subject to t r " ' " (3-3.2) 
\<n,<N,;h = \,2,...,L 
where «^  are integers. 
Ignoring the terms independent of «^, the objective function (3.3.1) can be 
expressed as 
Zin^,nj,...,nJ 
L W,n',Sl^+W,X{\-kl)lk:]n[S, (3.3.3) 
a. 
where a^ = 
w^'^isi^+w,,[{\-k:)/k:]n[s 
Thus the problem (3.3.1)-(3.3.3) is simplified as 
Minimize Z(«,,«2v,«/,) = y!— (3.3.4) 
subject to ^W/, =« 
/i=i 
\<n,<N,;h = l,2,...,L 
(3.3.5) 
(3.3.6) 
where «;, are integers. 
The restriction (3.3.6) are imposed to avoid over sampling, that is, the 
situation where «;, > N^ and to have the representation of every stratum in the 
sample. 
Ignoring restriction (3.3.6) and using Lagrangians multipliers technique, the 
optimum value of n^ that minimize (3.3.4) subject to (3.3.5) is obtained as 
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Differentiating (j) partially with respect to n^ and equating to zero, we get 
5«y, nl + A^0;h = \,2,...,L 
or Of, = A nl; h = 1,2,..., L 
or rt,^^^;h = \,2,...,L 
Taking summation on both sides, we get 
or 
or 
\ji 
From 
L 1 L 
1 n 
(i) and (ii), we have 
rjf, = ^ •,h = \,2,...,L 
(i) 
(ii) 
(3.3.7) 
ZV^ 
/i=i 
If the above values of «;, satisfies (3.3.6) also the non-linear programming 
problem (NLPP) (3.3.4)-(3.3.6) is solved and (3.3.7) will give the required 
optimum allocation. 
In case either some or all of the «;, given by (3.3.7) violates (3.3.6) or to get 
an integer solution the Lagrange multipliers technique fails and some other 
constrained optimization technique is to be used. A computational procedure to 
obtain integer values of n^ is developed using dynamic programming technique is 
given below [See Arthenari and Dodge (1981)]. 
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3.4 The Computational Procedure Based on Dynamic Programming 
Technique 
The problem (3.3.4)-(3.3.6) can be restates as 
Minimize Z(«,,n2,-,«L) = —+ -^+-- + —^  (3.4.1) 
subject to «, +«2 + ••• + "! =" (3.4.2) 
1<«, <A^,,1<«2 <A^2,...,1<«, <A ,^ (3.4.3) 
«^  are integers. (3.4.4) 
The objective function and the constraints of the AINLPP (3.4.1)-(3.4.4) are the 
sum of independent function of n^,h = 1,2,-, L. The AINLPP, which is an I-stage 
decision problem, can be decomposed into I-stage single variable decision 
problems. 
In this chapter, a solution procedure for solving AINLPP (3.4.1)-(3.4.4) using 
dynamic programming technique is discussed. 
Consider the sub-problem called the k"' subproblem involving the first (k < L) 
strata and let f(k,r)hQ the minimum value of the objective function for the first k 
strata with total sample size r, i.e.. 
/(^,r) = m i n X ^ (3-4.5) 
Subject to J^n,=r (3.4.6) 
h=\ 
\<n,<N, (3.4.7) 
and «^are integers (3.4.8) 
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Thus the problem (3.4.1)-(3.4.4) is equivalent to the problem of finding f(L,n). 
/(I,n)is found recursively by finding f{k,r) for k = l,2,...,L and r = l,2,...,n. 
U. '^a^ Now /(A:,r) = min ^ + ^ ^ 
V " i h=\^h) 
k 
1 
h=l 
Subject to ^rif, -r-n^, and 1 < n^ , < iV^  
where n^are integers, h - \,2,...,k 
For fixed integer value of « ,^ 1 < «^  < min[r,jVj ] ,f{k,r) is given by 
k-\ 
E"/.=^""i 
1 < n^  < iV ;^ n^are integers, where h = 1,2,....,A -1} . 
But by definition, the terms in the braces is equal to/(A:-l ,r-«^). Suppose we 
assume that for a given k, f{k -l ,r)is known for all possible r = 1,2,...,«. 
Then 
f(k,r)= min 
«j=l,2,...,/i 
• + fik-\,r-n,) (3.4.9) 
This is the required dynamic programming recursive formula. Using the relation 
(3.4.9) for each A; = 1,2,...,Z and r = l,2,...,«, /(L,«)can be calculated. 
Initially we set f(k,r) = oo, if r<k, since we wish to have «;,>1,for each 
h = \,2,...,k , r must be atleast equal to k. 
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Also /(I, r) = min [o, / «,, subject to «, = r, 1 < «, < A^, ] 
f CO for r > N, or r <l 
Thus/(l,r) = <^ , ^ ' 
I a, /r /or 1 < r < TV, 
We tabulate the value of f(k, r) and the optimal «^, for each k, systematically. 
Then from f(L,n), optimal «^can be found; from f(L-\,n-n,) optimal «^ _, can 
be found and so on until finally we find optimal «,. 
3.5 Optimum Value of Wj^  for Fixed Cost 
For the second phase of the solution consider the variance function given in 
(3.3.1) 
Minimize viyl) = \—- — ]sl+ — Yw, SL (3.5.1) 
Assuming the cost function [see Okaford (1994)] 
22/1 "2/1 '^h 
/l=l /)=1 /l=l 
where C, : cost of getting information on the first phase sample. 
C2 : cost of first attempt on the main character in stratum h. 
C^^f,: cost of processing the results on the main character from the 
respondent at the first attempt sample in the stratum h. 
C22;, : cost of getting and processing results on the main character from the 
sub sample of the non-respondents at the second phase sample in 
stratum h. 
We also must have 1 < Wj/, < n.^^, 
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Ignoring the terms independent of m^f, in the R.H.S of (3.5.1) and putting 
kl = m^Jriji^ and v^ - njn[. The problem becomes 
Let 
1 ^ 
Minimize Z{m2^,m.^.^,...,mji} =~~y!'^ 2;i 
subject to Y.^^^m^^,<C, 
/t=i 
and 1 < m^h < rijf, 
and m2f, are integers, h = \,2,...,L. 
where C, = C, n' + ^ C,, n, +£c2, ,«, 
'2h 
V'"2W 
'h c 2 
'2yh 
A=l /i=l 
(3.5.2) 
(3.5.3) 
(3.5.4) 
" / i - / ' ^ 2 A " 2 / . '^2y/i 
The AINLPP (3.5.2)-(3.5.4) may be restated as 
^ b 
Minimize Z(m2,,m22,.",'W2i)'^X~^ 
h=l ^2h 
(3.5.5) 
(3.5.6) subject to ^ C22 W2/1 - Q 
and \ < m^f, < n^f, (3.5.7) 
where Wj;, are integers, /j = l,2,...,i (3.5.8) 
By applying Lagragians muhipliers technique, with equality in (3.5.6) and 
ignoring (3.5.7) and (3.5.8) we get, 
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Differentiating with respect to m^^ and X and equating to zero we get 
d(/> 
dm^, m], "r /iG-i-,/, — U 22/1 
51 tl^ 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Solving equations (iii) and (iv) we get the optimum value of m^^ as 
m.u = C, bjC. llh 2h -^0 L 
Yu^hCjlh 
(3.5.9) 
h=\ 
If the above values of m.^^ satisfies (3.5.6)-(3.5.8) then (3.5.9) will give the 
required optimum allocation. 
In case either some or all of the m2^  given by (3.5.9) violates (3.5.8) or to get an 
integer solution the Lagrange multipliers technique fails and some other 
constrained optimization technique is to be used. Hence as an ahemative, the 
dynamic programming approach may be used as follows. 
Let 
/(A,r) = |minj;A. Yu^iihf^ih^r; 
A=2 
\<mjf^< ttjf,; m2f, are integer, h = 1,2,...,A: } (3.5.10) 
be the minimum value of the objective function of the problem (3.5.5)-(3.5.8), the 
first k strata with Q =r. With the above definition of f{k,r), our problem is 
equivalent to the problem of finding /{L^CQ) and it can be found recursively by 
using (3.5.10) for ^ = 1,2,..., Z and r = 0,1,2,...,Q. 
Now /(^,r) = min 
r . .-, ^ ^ 
• + 
m 
1 
y ^^^ h=\"'2hj m. 
k-\ 
subject to Yj^n ^2h-^~^ii^ik 
A=l 
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and \<m2i,< n^f,, where m^^ are integers, h = 1,2,..., A: - 1 . 
or / (^ , r ) = -^ min ^ /) ''-^ h ^ 
^ " 2 * h=\ rnih J z\ m^ 
'2 
k-\ 
2_i^22h^2h~ ^ ^22k^2k 
and l</M2;,<«2/,> /?J2A r^e integers h==l,2,...,k-\ } 
For a fixed integer value of Wj^ ,^ 1 < mj^  < [r, n^,, ],f(k, r) is given by 
k-\ 
/(A:,r) = ^min 
ymji, h=\ fnjh J m-, 
EC 22h^2h ~ ^ ^22^2k 
\<mjf, <n2f,, and Wj;,are integers /? = 1,2,...,A;-1 } (3.5.11) 
By definition the terms in the braces is equivalent to f(k-l,r) is known for all 
possible r = 0,1,...,Cj,. Then 
b,. f(k,r)= min 
m2t=l,2, ,Co m 
• + f(k-l,r~C,,,m,,) 
2k 
(3.5.12) 
Using the relation (3.5.12) for each k = [,2,...,L and r = 0,i,...,Co, /(Z,,Co) can be 
calculated. Initially we set f(k,r)-co,if r<k. Since we wish to have m^f, > 1 for 
each h = 1,2,...,A:; r must be atleast equal to k. 
Also fi\,r) = m'm[b^ /m^^ subject to m^^ = r,l < Wji ^ «2i] 
fcx) for r > n,, or r <\ 
Thus / ( l , r )= ^ -^  " [6,/r /or l<r<«2 , 
We tabulate the value of f{k,r) and the optimal Wj^, for each A, systematically. 
Then from /(X,Co) optimal m^^ can be found and from /(L-1,C(, -m^i) optimal 
W2i_, can be found and so on, until finally we find optimal Wj, 
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CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING IN MULTIVARIATE 
STRATIFIED SAMPLING DESIGN 
4.1 Introduction 
In stratified sample surveys the sample sizes from different strata must be 
known before drawing the sample. They can be chosen to minimize the sampling 
variance of the estimator for a specified cost of the survey or to minimize the cost 
for a specified precision of the estimator. 
When the population means of a characteristic in stratified sampling with L 
strata is of interest, the sample allocation «* (// = 1,2,...,!,) that minimize the 
variance of the stratified sample mean is well known (see Cochran, 1977). 
In multivariate stratified sampling where more than one characteristic is to 
be estimated, an allocation that is optimum for one characteristic may not be 
optimum for other characteristics. In such situation a compromise criterion is 
needed to work out a usable allocation which is optimum, in some sense, for all 
characteristics. Such an allocation can be called a 'compromise allocation' 
because it is based on a compromise criterion. 
In surveys where several characteristics defined on the population units are 
highly correlated the individual optimum allocations for the characteristics may 
differ relatively little. For such situations Cochran (1977 Secfion 5A.3) suggested 
that the compromise allocation would be the character wise average of the 
individual optimum allocations, assuming all the characteristics equally important. 
Neyman (1934) suggested that in the absence of positive correlation between 
characteristics, proportional allocation might be used. For multivariate surveys 
with several characteristics of varying importance, in this chapter we are 
formulating a procedure for a compromise allocation that produces substantially 
more precise estimates than Cochran's average allocation. 
Many authors have discussed criteria for obtaining a usable compromise 
allocation. Some of them are Neyman (1934), Geary (1949), Ghosh (1958), Yates 
(1960), Aoyama (1963), Folks and Antle (1965), Kokan and Khan (1967), 
Chatterji (1968), Arvanitis and Afonja (1971), Ahsan and Khan (1977, 1982), 
Jahan, Khan and Ahsan (1994), Khan, Ahsan and Jahan (1997). 
Chaddha et al. (1971) used a dynamic programming technique to find the 
optimum allocation in univariate stratified sampling. Omule (1985) used the same 
technique for the multivariate case. He minimized the total cost of the survey 
when the tolerance levels of the precisions of the estimates of various 
characteristics were specified. 
For practical application of any allocation, integer values of the sample 
sizes are required. They could be obtained by simply rounding off non-integer 
sample sizes to their nearest integral values. When the sample sizes are large 
enough and/or the measurement costs in various strata are not too high, the 
rounded-off sample allocations can work well. However, in many situations the 
rounded-off sample allocations may be infeasible and/or sub-optimal. This means 
that the rounded-off values may violate the cost constraint and/or there may exist 
another set of integer sample allocation with a smaller value of the objective 
function. 
Here the problem of obtaining a compromise allocation in multivariate 
stratified random sampling is formulated as an all integer nonlinear programming 
problem (AINLPP) by Khan, Khan and Ahsan (2003). We treat the AINLPP as a 
multistage decision problem. It develops a solution procedure that uses dynamic 
programming in which the A:"" stage of the solution provides the required sample 
size for the ^"' stratum. 
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4.2 The Problem {Khan, et al, 2003) 
In the absence of a strong positive correlation between the characteristics 
under study the individual optimum allocation can differ a lot and there may be no 
obvious compromise. However, if the total amount of resources available for a 
multivariate stratified survey is predetermined, a compromise allocation may be 
one that minimizes the weighted sum of the sampling variances of the estimates of 
various characteristics, within the available budget. In a population with L strata 
and p characteristics, if the population means of various characteristics are of 
interest, the optimum compromised allocation can be obtained by minimizing a 
weighted sum of the variances of the stratified sample means of the p 
characteristics. Let 
L 
where fj^ denotes the sample mean for variable yj in stratum h and W,, =NjN, 
L 
where A'^ :^ number of units in stratum h, and N = 'Y^Nf,. The stratified sample 
mean j/j ^, estimates the population mean F^  for the variable yj. 
Then we seek to minimize the weighted sum 
Y.a^vav(y^,J with v a r ( 5 ^ , , J ^ ^ - ^ ^ - I - V ^ 
ij = \,2,...,p). 
where 5^ ^ denotes the stratum variance of the/'' characteristic in the h''^ stratum. 
The a ,(y = l,2,...,p) are positive weights assigned to the various 
characteristics. We choose these weights such that Oj is proportional to the sum of 
the stratum variance for the characteristic yj, for the following reason. If the given 
population is heterogeneous with respect to a given characteristics (say the/ ) then 
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the values of S],, {h = 1,2,..., Z) are expected to be large. With^a^ =1, this choice 
gives 
^ - '' 0- = l,2,...,p). 
V 
L 
With a linear cost function CQ +^C;,«^, the problem of finding the compromise 
allocation for a fixed cost CQ can be given as the following AINLPP. 
Choose {n^,n2,...,n,^)tommimizQ Z = ^ a ^ var(3?^ ,^) 
L 
Subject to Co+^C;,«^ <Co;2<«^ <Af^  and «;, eZ {h = \,2,-,L) (4.2.1) 
h=\ 
where Z denotes the set of integers and c^ , = ^ c^ ,^ denotes the cost of measuring 
all the p characteristics on a sampled unit from the h'^ stratum and c^ ,^ is the per 
unit cost of measuring the/' ' characteristic in the h"^ stratum. In the cost constraint, 
an inequality sign is used instead of equality because of the integer restrictions on 
rif^. The restriction «^  < N,^ are imposed to avoid oversampling and the restriction 
2 < «;, are imposed to have an estimate of the stratum variances 5*^ .^ 
We seek to simplify the expression of the AINLPP (4.2.1). The second term 
in the expression for var(>^^ j,) does not involve the «;, and may therefore be 
ignored for the purpose of minimization. So, we define 
C = Co - Co and Al - j ] a^  S], (h = 1,2,..., L). 
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The AINLPP may then be restated as follows. 
Choose (n,,«2'-,"L)to minimize Z = ^ YJ^^W^ ^ll^i,' 
subject to 
Y^c,n,<C;2<n,<N,mAn,^Z ih = \,2,...,L) (4.2.2) 
>)=i 
4.3 The Solution 
Both the objective function and the constraint of the AINLPP (4.2.2) are 
sums of separable functions of «^  (h = \,2,-,L). A function f(x^,X2,...,x„)ls said 
to be separable if it can be expressed as fix^,x2,...,x^) = 'Yj"fj(Xj). Due to this 
separability and the nature of the problem, the dynamic programming technique 
can be used to solve the AINLPP (4.2.2) (See Hadley, 1970 Section 10-2). 
Consider the }^ subproblem, involving the first k strata. 
Choose («,,n2'•••»"*)to minimize Z = X^_,^/ AV"A ' 
subject to 
f^c,n,<C, ;2<n,<N,andn,eZ {h = l,2,...,k) (4.3.1) 
Where C^  denote the amount available for the first k strata. Note that C^  < C if 
A: < Z and C^  = C. 
Let Zj(C J denote the minimum value of the objective function of AINLPP 
(4.3.1). Then 
2i(Q) = min Z, '^c,n,<c,;2<n,<N,;n,eZ{h = l,2,...,k) (4.3.2) 
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With this definition of z^{C,), the AINLPP (4.3.1) is equivalent to z^(C),which 
can be obtained by finding z^(Q) recursively for A; = 1,2,..., I and for all feasible 
C,;thatis, 2XLc,<Q<C. 
Equation (4.3.2) can be written as 
2<n,<N,-n,eZ{h = \a,...,k) 
Let u^ =mmilCjc^],Ni^), where [x] denotes the largest integer <;c. For a fixed 
integer value of «^, 2 < «^  < w ,^ z^  (Q) is given by 
^*(Q) = - ^ ^ ^ + minjZ,_,| Ycf,n,<C,-c^ni^; 
^ " ' (4.3.3) 
2<n,<N,;n,eZ(h = \,2,...>k) 
By (4.3.2) the quantity inside braces in (4.3.3) is z^(Q_,), where Q., =C^-c^n^. 
Thus the required recurrence relation is 
(W'^ A^ 2,(Q) = min -^t_L + z,_,(C,_,) 
"k^Jt V ''k 
, where;, ={2,3,..., M,}. (4.3.4) 
At the final stage of the solution, i.e., k = L, z^(C) is obtained by solving (2.3.4) 
recursively for all Q . From z^  (C) the optimum value «* of n^ is obtained; from 
z^_,(Q_,)the optimum value «*., of «^ _, is obtained; and so on until finally we 
obtain the optimum value «,' of «,.We also define z,(Q) = 0 for ^ = Oand 
z,(CJ = 00 if C, < 2 ^ c , or n,>N, (/: = 1,2,...,Z) (4.3.5) 
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This takes care of the restrictions 2<n^,<N^ {h = 1,2,..., Z) of the AINLPP (4.2.1). 
4.4 A Numerical Example 
The following numerical example demonstrates the use of the solution 
procedure. The data are from a stratified random sample survey conducted in the 
Varanasi district of Uttar Pradesh, India, to study the distribution of manures 
among different crops and cultural practices (see Sukhatme et ai, 1984). Relevant 
data with respect to the two characteristics 'area under rice' and 'total cultivated 
area' are given in Table 1. The total number of villages in the district was 4190. 
E 
h 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Table 1. 
>ata for four strata and two characteristics 
N, 
1419 
619 
1253 
899 
W, 
0.3387 
0.1477 
0.2990 
0.2146 
4817.72 
6251.26 
3066.16 
56207.25 
9^  
130121.15 
7613.52 
1456.40 
66977.72 
We assume that the costs of measurement, c^ ,, in the various strata are c, = 3, 
Cj = 4, Cj = 5 and c^=6 units. The total amount available for the survey 
CQ =2400 units includes an expected overhead cost CQ =400 units. Therefore, the 
total amount available for measurements is C = 2400 - 400 = 2000 units. 
Using the values in Table 1 and the estimated s\ as the true values of 
S^WQ obtain the following AINLPP. 
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Choose («,,/72 n^,n^)to minimize 
^ 11333.57 158.66 166.18 2960.53 Z = + + + 
subject to 3n, + 4^ 2 + 5n^ + 6n^ < 2000; 
2<«, <1419 ; 2<«2 <619; 
2 < «3 < 1253 ; 2 < «4 < 899; tif^eZ 
(4.4.1) 
Then by using ' C language we can find the optimum sample sizes 
nl {h = 1,2,3,4) for the AINLPP (4.4.1) as explained in (4.3). The optimum sample 
sizes are obtained as 
n\ = 331, «2 = 33, «3 =31, «4 = 120. 
The corresponding value of the objective function, which is the value of the 
weighted sum of var(>'^ ,^) (finite population correction ignored), is Z* = 69.08. 
The table 2 gives the optimum sample sizes obtained by different methods. 
Table 2 
Sample sizes within strata under different allocations 
Allocations 
Proportional 
Cochran's average 
Dynamic programming 
«, 
154 
237 
331 
« 2 
67 
42 
33 
« 3 
136 
46 
31 
" 4 
98 
149 
120 
If proportional allocation is used for the above numerical example, the sample 
sizes (rounded) are n[ =154; n\ = 67; n] = 136; ^ 4 = 98. 
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The optimum allocation for the individual variables are (120, 2, 66, 184) 
for y^ and (354, 32, 26, 114) for j/j • Cochran's compromise allocation (rounded), 
which is the average of these allocations, is therefore 
(«* = 237; nl - 42; nl - 46; «* = 149). This rounded-off Cochran's compromise 
4 
allocation is infeasible, because it violates the constraint ^ c ^ n^  < C. 
Table 3 shows the individual sampling variances and relative efficiencies of 
average and dynamic allocations with respect to proportional allocation. 
Table 3. 
Allocations 
Proportional 
Cochran's average 
Dynamic 
allocations 
var(y,.„) 
34.05 
28.91 
36.22 
var(:F2,,,) 
131.84 
90.47 
80.03 
Weighted 
sum 
of variance 
107.39 
75.08 
69.08 
Efficiency with respect 
to proportional 
allocation 
100% 
143.04% 
155.46% 
Different allocations differ considerably from each other. Although the dynamic 
compromise allocation gives slightly higher variance for y^, it provides least 
variance for y^ that could produce high variance and this allocation is most 
efficient of the three and the gain in efficiency of the allocation over proportional 
is 55.46%. The dynamic allocation also provides an integer optimum compromise 
allocation where other allocations fail. 
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hh^' " )t 
vN^^Sv ^^^ff CHAPTER V 
USE OF GOAL PROGRAMMING IN DETERMINING THE 
COMPROMISE INTEGER STRATA SAMPLE SIZES 
5.1 Introduction 
Several alternative compromise criteria and methods have been suggested 
in order to determine strata sample sizes for multivariate surveys by authors such 
as Neyman (1934), Cochran (1963), Chatterjee (1967), Kokan and Khan (1967), 
Sukhatme, Sukhatme, Sukhatme and Asoic (1984), Jahan, Khan and Ahsan (1994), 
Khan, Ahsan, and Jahan (1997), etc. Determining the compromise strata sample 
sizes in multivariate stratified sampling has been commonly called compromise 
allocation. If the total sample size is known and this sample size is divided among 
stratum, it is called an allocation procedure. However, this study is intended to 
determine strata sample sizes directly, and the proposed goal programming 
approach does not involve any allocation techniques. The problem of determining 
compromise strata sample sizes may be defined as a goal programming problem, 
since it consists of multiple objectives. In this chapter, a compromise criteria is 
defined as the sum of the proportional increase in variances resulting from 
absolute deviations from the individual desired variances over all k characteristics. 
The criterion is formulated as 
min2, — — (5.1.1) 
,=^ ^Ay,) 
where F^ „^ (>- ) is the variance of the sample mean of the f^ characteristic under 
optimum compromise integer strata sample sizes («*), and V^{y^)\% the desired 
variance of the sample mean of the f characteristic under optimum individual 
strata sample sizes («^Jin the }{^ strata. The desired individual variance 
Vj(yj)can be either predetermined or calculated. If one has no idea how to 
predetermine V^ifj), the minimum value of the individual variances V^{yj) can 
be used instead of the desired variance V^iy^). In the first step, the desired 
individual optimal variances should be predetermined or calculated as F^ ,„ {y^) for 
every characteristic. 
5.2 Goal Programming Problem 
The goal programming is the most widely and suitable technique for 
solving the multi-objective linear problems. The ideas of were originally 
conceived by Chames in (1955) for solving muki-objective linear programming 
problems. Goal programming is suitable for the situations where a satisfactory 
solution is sought rather than an optimal one that seeks the attaiimient of more 
than one goal. Thus goal programming, like other multiple objective techniques is 
meant not for optimizing but for satisfying "as close as possible". Since there is no 
well-accepted Operations Research technique to find the optimum solution for 
multiple objective optimization problems, goal programming gives a better 
representation of the actual problem. 
In general, the Goal Programming model can be state as follows: 
Min Z = Yu^,P,d,\ {k = \,2,....,K) 
subject to YJ^,J ^j'^^i ~ ^! - bf ifo^ ' - h'2,..., P) 
x,,d; ,d* >0; / = 1,2,...,?;;=1,2,...,« 
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5.3 The Individual Optimal Integer Strata Sample Sizes {Mustafa Semiz, 2004) 
The most popular way of calculating the individual optimal strata sample 
sizes for the/'' characteristic in the h"^ strata is to use the equation 
n 
CW.Sj^c, 
Jh 
1>^S. 
(5.3.1) 
jh^'^h 
th 
as indicated by Cochran (1963), where c^  is the cost of a sample taken from the H 
( N \ 
strata, W, =—^ 
deviation of the h'^ strata for they"" characteristic. The solution of equation (5.3.1) 
is the weight of the size of the h'^ strata, and S^i, is the standard 
depends on the total sampling cost function / = ^ C;, «^ ;, and a fixed budget C. It is 
known that equation (5.3.1) provides non-integer solutions, and Khan, Ahsan, and 
Jahan (1997) showed that it sometimes provides unfeasible solutions, too. 
However, they used these solutions as an initial point of their algorithms for 
determining the optimum compromise integer strata sample sizes in multivariate 
surveys. 
For the univariate case, the goal is to minimize the j"^ individual variance, 
V{yj), subject t o / < C , njf,<Nf,, where «^ ^ are integers (/j = l,2,...,Z). This 
problem can also be presented as a non-linear integer programming (NLIP) 
problem. This problem for every / ' ' characteristic is formulated by the following 
model: 
min •^nV^iy) = j : - ^ ^ (5.3.2) 
subject to f<C, 
0<nj,<N„h = \,2,...,L 
n^f^ are integers, h = 1,2,...,/,. 
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By using the Lingo package program (1997), individual optimum integer values 
rij^ can be determined by solving the problem (5.3.2). The NLIP solution of the 
problem (5.3.2) has advantageous over the solution of equation (5.3.1) since one 
can add different constraints to problem (5.3.2), and obtain optimal integer results. 
Example: 
The data, exhibited in Table 1, of the example reviewed by Khan, Ahsan, 
and Jahan (1997), is reconsidered here for the comparison of alternative methods. 
Table 1. Data for five strata and three characteristics. 
SI. 
No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CA 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
N, 
39,552 
38,347 
43,969 
36,942 
41,760 
x^ 
0.197 
0.191 
0.219 
0.184 
0.208 
^u 
4.6 
3.4 
3.3 
2.8 
3.7 
^2h 
11.7 
9.8 
7.0 
6.5 
9.8 
^3. 
332 
357 
246 
173 
279 
K sf, 
0.82119844 
0.42172036 
0.52229529 
0.26543104 
0.59228416 
/^ sL 
5.31256401 
3.50363524 
2.35008900 
1.43041600 
4.15507456 
< sL 
4277.683216 
4649.466969 
2902.407876 
1013.276224 
3367.713024 
The data includes three characteristics: 
(i) The number of cows milked per day, 
(ii) The number of gallons of milk yielded per day, 
(iii) The total annual cash receipts from dairy products. 
The fixed budget for this sampling design is C = 5,000 $. The individual optimum 
solutions of Cochran's equation (5.3.1), and the NLIP problem defined in (5.3.2), 
are illustrated in Table 2. 
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Table 2. The individual optimal strata sample sizes, cost and variances 
obtained form the solution of the Cochran (5.3.1) and NLIP (5.3.2) 
hij 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Total cost ($) 
V (V ) 
nun \y ] / 
Cochran (5.2.1) 
I 
336 
209 
208 
135 
187 
5,003 
0.01210 
2 
341 
240 
176 
125 
198 
4,999 
0.07595 
3 
314 
283 
200 
108 
182 
4,996 
72.45055 
NLIP (5.2.2) 
1 
335 
210 
207 
135 
187 
4,999 
0.01211 
2 
340 
239 
175 
126 
199 
5,000 
0.07594 
3 
314 
284 
200 
108 
182 
5,000 
72.39270 
The NLIP (5.3.2) solutions are feasible solutions which do not violate any 
constraints at all. However, sometimes Cochran's solutions may violate some of 
the constraints due to rounding off. In this example, for the first characteristic the 
sampling cost is over the fixed budget of 5,0005. The individual variances are 
smaller with the NLIP (5.3.2) solutions. These optimum integer individual strata 
sample sizes determined by NLIP can be considered as a starting point for 
algorithms such as Dynamic programming used by Khan, Ahsan, and Jahan 
(1997), and the related individual minimum variances V^^^{yj)avQ considered as 
the individual desired variances Vj (y^). 
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5.4 Compromise Integer Solution via Goal Programming 
Goal programming aims to attain predetermined goals for multiple 
objectives. In multivariate surveys, there are k predetermined goal variances 
Vj{yj). Therefore, there are k absolute deviations between the compromise 
variances f^ comp(J^ j)^ ^^  the minimum individual, or desired known variances 
V^ {y^). The absolute positive deviations are formulated as 
V.o„,{y,) = d] -d] = V,{y^)- j = l,2,...,k. 
where 
Ko.,(yj)<vAyj)=^d^>o,d;=o, 
Ko.Ayj)>VAyj)=>d-=o,d;>Q 
Ko.Ayj)<^Ayj)=>d-=o,d; = o 
For the f^ characteristic, if the variances are not equal, one of these positive 
deviations d* or dj come into existence. Therefore, the decision criteria is to 
minimize the sum of the deviations d^ and JJ. However, the deviations of 
different characteristics may have different units. For each characteristic, the 
deviation d'^ or d~ becomes unit free by applying the transformation 
d" d-
^or—^;j = \,2,.:,k, (5.4.1) VAfj) VAyj) 
•th 
respectively. As seen in Equation (5.4.1), they unit free standardized deviation is 
equal to the / proportional increase in variance resulting from the absolute 
deviation between V^^^^iyj)and Vj{yj)in (5.1.1). Consequently, by using goal 
programming, the compromise integer strata sample sizes in the multivariate case 
may be presented as the following nonlinear integer programming problem: 
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min > w,— i-= min ) w, •— — (5.4.2) 
subjectto V^„^^{y^) + d] -d] ^V.iy^y, j ^\X...X 
f.^C, 
\<n,<N,-h = \,2,...,L 
nl are integers, h = \,2,...,L, 
L 
where fc-'^c^nl, can be of any form. The problem (5.4.2) may accept many 
/i=i 
jth 
constraints, and Wj can be added as the weight of they characteristic according to 
its importance. Therefore, this approach is much more flexible than the other 
algorithms. This problem can be solved by the Lingo package program (1997). 
Taking NLIP (5.3.2) individual optimal solutions as the desired variances, 
and assuming the importance of all characteristics to be equal (w^  =hj = 1,2,3), the 
solution of the compromise integer problem defined in (5.4.2) gives the 
compromise integer strata sample sizes as 
«; = 329, nl = 246, n, = 195, n, = 123, n] =188, 
and the compromise variances of characteristics as 
^»./>^.) = 0.012197215, P^_ (^JJ,) = 0.076172628, and F_/J^3) = 72.93787706. 
5.5 Comparisons and Conclusions 
The mean sum of relative efficiencies of variances is used for the 
comparison of the proposed goal programming approach (5.4.2) with other 
compromise methods. The compared methods are: 
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i) Minimizing the trace of the covariance matrix, as proposed by 
Sukhatme, Sukhatme, Sukhatme and Asok (1984), 
ii) Averaging the individual strata sample sizes over the characteristics 
calculated using (5.3.1), 
iii) Minimizing the total relative increase in the variances, as proposed by 
Chatterjee(1967), 
iv) Minimizing the total relative increase in the variances with integer 
restrictions, as proposed by Khan, Ahsan and Jahan (1997), and 
v) Minimizing the total proportional increase in variances, as proposed by 
Semiz.(2004). 
Since every characteristic can have different units, in (i), the appropriateness of the 
sum of the variances should be reevaluated carefully. The compromise strata 
sample sizes are presented in Table 3 for each method. 
Table 3. Compromise Strata Sample Sizes for the Methods Compared. 
Methods and compromise integer strata sample sizes 
(i) Minimizing the trace. 
(ii) Cochran's Average 
(iii) Chatterjee's Method 
(iv) Integer DP 
(v) Proposed integer GP 
« i 
314 
330 
330 
331 
329 
n\ 
283 
244 
245 
246 
246 
« 3 
200 
195 
195 
195 
195 
«4* 
108 
123 
123 
123 
123 
« 5 
182 
189 
189 
187 
188 
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The compromise is based on the mean sum of relative efficiencies (MSRE) of 
each method. 
1 * F (v ) 1 MSRE = - y ^"'"P^^J^^ 1 SRE (5.5.1) 
Method (i) does not directly provide integer strata sample sizes. Solutions of (i) 
have to be rounded. The mean sum of the relative efficiencies of (i) is greater than 
for the proposed method (v). Also, the trace concept of the variance terms which 
have different units is still in question. 
Table 4. Sum of relative efficiencies (SRE) and mean sum of relative 
efficiencies (MSRE) as compared to the optimal individual variances 
determined by NLIP (5.3.2) 
Methods and 
compromised variances 
Optimal Integer 
Individual (NLIP) (5.2.2) 
(i) Minimizing the Trace 
(ii) Cochran's Average 
(iii) Chatterjee's Method 
(iv) Integer DP 
(v) Proposed integer GP 
(5.3.2) 
V(y,) 
0.0121 
0.0124 
0.0122 
0.0122 
0.0122 
0.0122 
Hyi) 
0.0759 
0.0771 
0.0761 
0.0761 
0.0762 
0.0762 
^^(^3) 
72.3927 
72.4506 
72.9586 
72.8808 
72.9551 
72.9379 
SRE 
3.000 
3.0414 
3.0187 
3.0176 
3.0200 
3.0197 
MSRE 
(5.4.1) 
1.0000 
1.0138 
1.0062 
1.0059 
1.0067 
1.0066 
Cost 
* 
4996 
5002 
5006 
4999 
5000 
Methods (ii) and (iii) have the lower MSRE values than the method (v). However, 
these strata sample size solutions require to be rounded off As seen in the Table. 
4, these solutions result in a cost over the budget and these methods may not 
provide feasible solutions. 
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Method (iv), proposed by Khan, Ahsan, and Jahan (1997), is as efficient as 
the method (v). However, the solutions of (iv) are determined by an algorithm for 
a fixed problem subject to the fixed cost function [f^ = ^'_^Cf,nlj and for a limited 
and specified set of constraints. Therefore, method (iv) is not flexible for different 
multivariate survey problems. 
Method (v) is a mathematical programming model which optimizes the 
goal programming model subject to the constraints, which are the cost function 
and the integer strata sample sizes. Therefore, method (v) always provides integer 
and feasible solutions for the strata sample sizes for compromise situation in 
multivariate stratified sampling problems. In addition to this, the goal 
programming method has a flexible structure because it can accept different kinds 
of restrictions appropriate to different problems. Depending upon the problem 
structure, constraints may be deleted, added or changed in the new method (5.4.2). 
In addition to these advantages, the proposed goal programming method seems to 
provide a flexible approach as well as feasible and efficient integer compromise 
strata sample sizes in multivariate stratified sampling. 
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